Cryo-electron microscopy three-dimensional reconstructions have been made of mature and of emptied bacteriophage /29 particles without making symmetry assumptions. Comparisons of these structures with each other and with the /29 prohead indicate how conformational changes might initiate successive steps of assembly and infection. The 12 adsorption capable 'appendages' were found to have a structure homologous to the bacteriophage P22 tailspikes. Two of the appendages are extended radially outwards, away from the long axis of the virus, whereas the others are around and parallel to the phage axis. The appendage orientations are correlated with the symmetrymismatched positions of the five-fold related head fibers, suggesting a mechanism for partial cell wall digestion upon rotation of the head about the tail when initiating infection. The narrow end of the head-tail connector is expanded in the mature virus. Gene product 3, bound to the 5 0 ends of the genome, appears to be positioned within the expanded connector, which may potentiate the release of DNA-packaging machine components, creating a binding site for attachment of the tail. The EMBO Journal advance online publication, 19 October 2006; doi:10.1038/sj.emboj.7601386 Subject Categories: structural biology Keywords: cryo-electron microscopy; DNA ejection; DNA packaging; f29 structure
Introduction
Bacteriophages are the most abundant group of naturally occurring organisms in the biosphere (Wommack and Colwell, 2000; Hendrix, 2002) . Approximately 96% of bacteriophages belong to the order Caudovirales (Ackermann, 2003) and typically have either an isometric or a prolate icosahedral head attached to a 'tail'. The tail, which usually has at least six-fold symmetry, is a highly efficient and specialized machine for infecting the host. Whereas most eukaryotic viruses require numerous particles to initiate a successful infection, tailed bacteriophages are usually successful with only a single particle attaching to a host cell. Infection of a host by tailed bacteriophages requires binding to the host cell surface via a specific receptor, penetrating the host's cell wall and membranes, releasing the double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) genome from the capsid, and delivering the genome into the host's cytoplasm. Before DNA release, a signal must be transmitted from the receptorbinding site to trigger DNA ejection. After new viral components have been synthesized in the infected cell, an isometric or prolate icosahedral prohead (the first particle to be assembled during morphogenesis) assembles with a DNApackaging machine occupying one of the five-fold symmetric vertices. On completion of DNA packaging, part of the machine is discarded, allowing sequential attachment of the tail components (as in f29) or of an independently assembled tail.
Tailed bacteriophages can be divided into three families: Myoviridae, Siphoviridae, and Podoviridae, which are characterized by contractile, long noncontractile, and short noncontractile tails, respectively (Ackermann, 2003) . f29, which infects Bacillus subtilis, is a member of Podoviridae and is one of the smallest known tailed phages (Anderson and Reilly, 1993) . Previous investigations of f29 have established the sequence of the genome (Vlcek and Paces, 1986), the assembly pathway (Figure 1 ), and a highly efficient in vitro DNApackaging system (Guo et al, 1986; Grimes et al, 2002) . The 19.3 kb genome codes for about 20 proteins and has the virusencoded protein gene product 3 (gp3) covalently linked to both 5 0 ends. Eight gene products and a 174-base prohead RNA (pRNA) have been identified as essential structural components for producing mature f29 virions (Méndez et al, 1971; Guo et al, 1986) . Proheads ( Figure 1 ) consist of the major capsid protein (gp8), the scaffolding protein (gp7), the head fiber protein (gp8.5), the head-tail connector (gp10), and a pRNA oligomer. Packaging of the DNA-gp3 complex into the prohead is powered by a pRNA-dependent virus-encoded ATPase (gp16) and is accompanied by the exit of the scaffolding protein (Bjornsti et al, 1983 ; Grimes and Anderson, 1990) . After packaging, the pRNA-ATPase complex is released and the lower collar (gp11), knob (gp9), and appendages (gp12*, the cleavage product of gp12) are subsequently attached to the DNA-filled head ( Figure 1 ) to form the mature phage particle. Mature f29 heads are 530 Å long by 430 Å wide, and the tail is 380 Å long. Incubation with sodium perchlorate causes DNA-gp3 to be released from mature particles, resulting in emptied particles (Tao et al, 1998) . The resultant conformational changes might be approximations of the in vivo processes.
Previous cryo-electron microscopy (cryoEM) reconstructions of the mature virus (Tao et al, 1998) assumed five-fold symmetry and were only to about 35 Å resolution. The prohead and the mature virus were found to be prolate icosahedrons with T ¼ 3 and Q ¼ 5 triangulation numbers. X-ray crystallography (HK97 and T4 (Fokine et show that the capsid proteins of the tailed phages HK97, T4, f29, P22, and e15 have similar folds and associate into similar hexamers and pentamers, indicating a common evolutionary origin of the capsid.
X-ray crystallographic studies of the f29 connector showed that it is a cone-shaped dodecamer with a central channel. It has three approximately cylindrical regions: the narrow end, the central part, and the wide end . The 12-fold symmetric f29 head-tail connector is located in the unique five-fold symmetric vertex of the capsid and is attached to the tail (Tao et al, 1998). Similarly, symmetry-mismatched head-tail connectors have been found in other tailed phages, including T4 (Leiman et al, 2004), P22 , e15 (Jiang et al, 2006) , T7 , and SPP1 . In the mature f29 virion, the narrow end of the connector protrudes out of the capsid and attaches to a spherical bulge in the lower collar (gp11). The bulge has a diameter of about 130 Å and is surrounded by 12 appendages that function to adsorb the virion on host cells (Anderson et al, 1966 ; Tosi and Anderson, 1973) . A thin, 160 Å-long tube, with an outer diameter of 60 Å , leads away from the bulge and was thought to be a part of the lower collar (Hagen et al, 1976; Carazo et al, 1985) . The tail knob (gp9) has a cylindrical shape and is attached to the distal end of the lower collar.
Here, we report the three-dimensional cryoEM structures of full and emptied f29 phage particles to a resolution of approximately 16 and 20 Å , respectively. The use of asymmetric image reconstruction techniques (Morais et al, 2001 ; Jiang et al, 2006) established that the appendages, which were found to resemble the tailspike structure of bacteriophage P22, can have two alternate conformations, suggesting a mechanism for the partial digestion of the bacterial cell wall during infection. Structural differences between the prohead, the mature virus, and the emptied virus particles suggest how the DNA-packaging process might be completed when gp3 appears to block premature ejection of the genome and how the conformational change of the connector might potentiate detachment of part of the packaging machinery and facilitate tail assembly.
Results and discussion
The head The quality of the five-fold symmetric reconstruction of the full and emptied head was assessed by analyzing the symmetry of the hexameric capsomer most distal from the tail. This hexamer was previously found to have the least distortion from true six-fold symmetry , whereas all other hexamers have some distortion. The correlation coefficient between this hexamer density and its rotated density showed correlations of 1.00, 0.88, 0.92, 0.86, 0.92, and 0.88 for rotations of 0, 60, 120, 180, 240, and 3001, respectively, indicating the good quality of the mature virus map. Similar results were obtained for the emptied virus particles.
The cryoEM densities of packaging-competent empty proheads , full mature virions, and emptied viruses of f29 were superimposed when calculated at the same resolution, assuming the same EM magnification (Figure 2A and B). This showed that these structures are closely similar in size and in their length-to-width ratios. This ratio is independent of the assumed magnification, although the latter could have some error. Rather large differences in head shape and capsomer structure have been observed in HK97 (Lata et al, 2000) and P22 . In particular, the proheads of HK97 and P22 have a smaller volume than the mature viruses and have distorted ('skewed') hexameric capsomers. In f29, the degree of skewing for the four kinds of hexamers remains the same in the prohead and in mature particles, implying that either there is no change in head volume during maturation or that the f29 proheads examined by cryoEM (Tao et al, 1998; Morais et al, 2005) had already undergone conformational changes before DNA packaging. It may be relevant that bacteriophage T4 can package DNA into either immatureshaped proheads or mature-shaped proheads that have already changed their shape to that of the mature virus (Rao and Black, 1985) .
Genome organization
Sections through the f29 reconstruction of the full head show at least three concentric layers inside the capsid separated by a radial distance of about 23 Å (Figure 2A and C) , similar to the density attributed to dsDNA in other phages (Cerritelli et Figure 1 Assembly pathway of f29. The empty prohead is assembled from the scaffolding protein (gp7), the major capsid protein (gp8), the head-tail connector (gp10), the head fibers (gp8.5), and pRNA. Packaging of DNA-gp3 requires the ATPase gp16 and ATP. The scaffolding protein is lost during DNA packaging. When the DNA-gp3 has been packaged, the pRNA and gp16 components of the packaging machine come off the packaged prohead and are replaced sequentially by the lower collar (gp11 and gp13) and knob (gp9), which, together with the appendages (gp12*), make up the tail. During cell infection, the DNA-gp3 is ejected through the tail, a process that can be mimicked in vitro by treatment with NaClO 4 . Hud, 1995) . Electron microscopy has shown that most of the encapsidated DNA in various bacteriophages is organized into concentric rings as a spool around or along the axis of the phage tail (Cerritelli et There are three well-resolved regions of the DNA-related density whose average height is about equal to that of the capsid protein, whereas the rest of the DNA density is less than 0.7 of the height of the protein. One of these regions (strong density I on Figure 2C ) is a strand of DNA running around the central viral axis above and co-axial with the connector at a radius of 90 Å (Figures 3 and 4A) . Similar DNA density has been observed in the structure of the tailed phages e15 (Jiang et al, 2006) and P22 (Chang et al, 2006; Lander et al, 2006) , although in these viruses the connector is larger and extends further into the center of the viral capsid, suggesting that in P22 (but not in f29) this circular DNA structure wraps around the wide end of the connector inside the capsid. Earlier results had shown that supercoiled DNA can wrap around free f29 connectors (Turnquist et al, 1992), whereas the well-defined circular DNA density in f29 mature particles is 'above' and has a larger radius than the wide end of the connector. Nevertheless, this density appears to be functionally important both because it is much better resolved than the other regions of the DNA and because the same ring of DNA occurs in e15 and P22. Lander et al (2006) Figure 2 The f29 structure during the virus' life cycle. Comparison of the cryoEM maps of (A) full (blue) with emptied (red) particles and (B) empty prohead (green) with emptied virion (purple) particles. The width-to-length ratios are the same for all three particles. The maps shown in (A) and (B) are 15 Å-thick slabs showing only the head and proximal parts of the tail. Contours are shown in 2s intervals. (C) Organization of DNA in mature particles. At least three layers of the packaged genome are resolved in the central cross-section. High densities are white, low densities are black. Various structural components of the phage are labeled, including the dominant, well-defined densities I, II, and III. Horizontal lines designate the approximate boundaries of the different tail components.
propose that this circular DNA is related to signaling the terminase to cleave the concatemeric DNA when the P22 head is full. However, that function is not required in f29, which packages one isolated DNA genome.
The portal protein of f29, which assembles to form the head-tail connector, has roughly half the molecular weight of the portal protein of other bacteriophages (Carrascosa and Valpuesta, 1999) . In P22, the additional mass of the connector extends further into the capsid and is surrounded by the ring of DNA discussed above (Lander et al, 2006) . However, phages other than f29 package a DNA concatemer that requires a terminase to cleave it when the head is full (Black et al, 1994) . In contrast, no signal to terminate DNA packaging is required in f29, as the genome is of unit length, ending with the gp3 at the right end of the DNA (see below). Thus, it is possible that the extra size of the portal protein in tailed phages other than f29 may be required for transmitting the 'head full' signal, presumably when the DNA around the expanded wide end of the connector is placed into position at the end of the packaging process (Orlova et al, 1999; Lander et al, 2006) . Hence, the presence of the ring of DNA around and 'above' the portal protein of f29 might be a remnant of a function no longer required or of a function in all these tailed bacteriophages that has not yet been identified.
The other two regions that have especially well-defined DNA structure are rod-like densities of about 25 Å diameter, both situated on the central axis of the virus. Density II ( Figure 2C ) is about 100 Å long, passes through the 75 Å-long connector, and merges with weaker density in the bulge of the lower collar. Density III ( Figure 2C ) is about 190 Å long and is situated in the axial portion of the lower collar. One interpretation could be that both densities represent the final portion of the packaged DNA, leaving gp3, covalently bound to the 5 0 end of DNA, at the distal end of density III. The Figure 2C ) in the center of the connector as visualized in the asymmetric cryoEM reconstruction. The structure of the head-tail connector (C a backbone trace, red) is shown fitted into the density (blue) of the mature phage contoured at 2s intervals. The DNA density is shown in green. (B) Fit of the modified gp3 crystal structure (orange) into strong density III (see Figure 2C ) in the tail's lower collar as visualized in the asymmetric reconstruction. (C) Fit of the connector crystal structure (C a trace in red) into the cryoEM density of the five-fold averaged reconstruction of the prohead and (D) the cryoEM density of the asymmetric reconstruction of the emptied particles. The narrow end of the connector would have to increase its radius in order to fit into the density (blue) of the emptied particle.
structure of gp3 (Kamtekar et al, 2006) can be fitted into the distal half of density III after changing the two hinge angles between the three domains ( Figure 4B ). If density III were the end of the DNA genome with its attached gp3 molecule, it would require that the DNA would start exiting the head and fill the lower collar after the tail has been assembled onto the filled head as has been suggested for phage lambda (Saigo and Uchida, 1974; Thomas, 1974 ). An additional question that arises in light of the above interpretation of densities II and III is why there is a discontinuity of the DNA density in the bulge of the lower collar. It is possible that the path of DNA in this region is different in different particles, resulting in weak, diffuse density upon averaging between different particles. Alternatively, density II could be the terminal gp3 with density III being perhaps free gp3 that is purported to be present in f29 and has been shown to have muralytic activity (Moak and Molineux, 2004) . Indeed, density II has the correct size for fitting the structure of gp3 after changing the two hinge angles ( Figure 4A ). In contrast to the gp3 at the left end of the DNA that is packaged first, the gp3 at the right end would remain in the same position within each capsid and, thus, would be enhanced by the averaging process between different images. Similar density as density II has been observed in the connectors of mature P22 (Chang et al, 2006 ; Lander et al, 2006) and e15 (Jiang et al, 2006) tailed bacteriophages. In P22, this density was assigned to be a pilot injection protein, but in e15 it was interpreted as the DNA terminus.
The connector
The asymmetric reconstructions of the mature and of the emptied virus show 12 well-resolved densities (Supplementary Figure S1A) representing the connector, consistent with the size and shape of the crystallographically determined structure (Simpson et al, , 2001 ). The connector is surrounded by the capsid at its wide end and is attached to the lower collar at its narrow end. The symmetry mismatch between the head and the connector results in each of the 12 subunits being associated with a different structural environment. Although most of the 12 monomers of the connector are approximately related by 12-fold symmetry, some have considerable deviation, as is also the case for the connector of e15 (Jiang et al, 2006) . A plot (Supplementary Figure S1B ) of the height of the portal protein densities at the wide end of the connector shows the largest densities are six subunits apart. It will be shown in the discussion of the appendages (below) that the relationship between the first and sixth position of a 12-fold symmetric object (the appendages) and a five-fold symmetric object (the head capsid) is similar. Thus, the 12 subunits in the connector have some plasticity (as also observed crystallographically, Simpson et al, 2001) and are sensitive to their particular environment. This property is likely to be important for the functioning of the packaging motor, which has five ATPase complexes at Figure 4C and D) correspond to poorly ordered polypeptide in the crystal structure that can be visualized only at low resolution in the cryoEM density . However, only the wide end of the connector structure fits into the cryoEM density of the full and emptied virions ( Figure 4D ). The narrow end of the connector is surrounded by the pRNA in the prohead, but is expanded in the mature and emptied particles. Whatever is the identity of the high density within the connector channel (gp3 or DNA) of the mature f29 particles (see above), it could be the agent that causes the narrow end of the connector to be expanded in virions relative to the prohead. This expansion might trigger the release of the pRNA and gp16 components of the packaging motor, thus permitting collar attachment to the filled head (Nelson et al, 1976; Camacho et al, 1979) . Furthermore, the gp3 might function as a temporary plug to stop the packaged DNA from exiting until the lower collar (gp11) has been able to attach (Carazo et al, 1985) .
The appendages
Micrographs of negatively stained f29 virus had shown that there are 12 appendages radiating out from the lower collar (Anderson et al, 1966) . The appendages were better resolved in a cryoEM reconstruction, showing that they attached to the bulge of the lower collar, close to the capsid, and that they were surrounded by a ring of high density (Morais et al, 2001 ). The current 12-fold averaged results show that each of the appendages consists of a roughly radial, slightly bent rib emanating from the bulge of the lower collar and ending in a tassel-like structure that runs roughly parallel to the length of the virus. These tassel-like structures are best resolved in the asymmetric reconstruction described here, but were unresolved in the earlier reconstructions. Overall, the structure of the appendages is reminiscent of an umbrella with 12 ribs that end in these 'tassels'. The umbrella pole is formed by the axial region of the lower collar, and the umbrella handle by the tail knob ( Figure 5A ).
The asymmetric reconstructions of the mature virus and of the emptied particles both show that two of the 12 appendages are extended radially outwards (the 'up' position), whereas the other 10 have their tassels 'hanging' roughly parallel to the length of the virus (the 'down' position) ( Figure 5A and B) . Thus, the 12-fold symmetry of the appendages is only approximate, explaining why the asymmetric reconstruction appears to be significantly better than the 12-fold averaged map as judged by the resolution of the individual appendages from each other and by the amount of apparent structural detail.
Most of the appendages have some degree of partial occupancy in both the 'up' and the 'down' conformations ( Table I) that is correlated to the position of the head fibers. There are two rings of head fibers that can interfere with the position of the appendages. The five head fibers closest to the head portal (A1-A5 in Figure 5C ) point 'downwards', and thus, have the greatest potential for steric hindrance with the appendages. The next set of 10 head fibers (B1-B10 in Figure 5C ) also point 'downwards' but to a lesser extent and, thus, have less interference with the appendages. The symmetry mismatch between the ring of five A and 10 B fibers with the 12 appendages creates a unique environment of head fibers for each appendage ( Figure 5 ). The most occupied 'up' positions of the appendages occur where there is the least steric interference with the surrounding head fibers (appendages 1 and 6 in Figure 5C ). Similarly, the appendages that have no apparent occupancy in the 'up' position are closer to the downward-pointing head fibers. The correlation between the measured occupancies of the appendages in the 'down' position and the angular distance from their nearest head fiber was 0.82 (Table I) . Thus, the positions of the appendages are dictated by the positions of the head fibers.
A BLAST search showed a number of polysaccharidebinding proteins that had a low level of sequence similarity to f29 gp12. Of these, rhamnogalacturonase (RGase), present in dicotyledonous plants, had the highest level of sequence similarity (15% amino-acid identity between residues 91-443) for a protein that also had its structure determined (PDB accession number 1RMG). The central domain of the trimeric P22 tailspike (residues 143-540) consists of three parallel b-helices, each with 13 turns (Steinbacher et al, 1994). The b-helix of RGase can be superimposed onto each of the P22 tailspike b-helices with a 1.7 Å rms distance between equivalenced C a atoms. The superposition also shows that the site of polysaccharide binding is on the outside of each of the monomers in the P22 tailspike trimer (Steinbacher et al, 1997), consistent with the RGase alignment. Given the sequence similarity of f29 gp12 to RGase and the structural similarity of RGase to the P22 tailspike, it is possible to align these three protein sequences ( Figure 6 ). Residues 91-443 of gp12 correspond to the b-helical component of the P22 tailspike. The approximately 178 carboxy-terminal residues of gp12* are likely to be homologous to the 99 residue carboxy-terminal section of the P22 tailspike, although there is no easily recognizable sequence similarity. This is confirmed by the good fit of the P22 tailspike domain structure into the tassel component of the appendages of the f29 cryoEM maps ( Figure 7 ). This fit places the three amino termini of the P22 tailspike domain at the proximal end of the tassel, leaving approximately 90 residues to span the distance from the collar to the tassel, formed by the ribs of the umbrella. Secondary structural predictions show that the amino-terminal region of gp12* likely forms an a-helix. Although sequence analysis of the residues in the amino-terminal region of gp12* only weakly indicate that the three amino-terminal polypeptides form a Given the homology between gp12, the tailspike protein of phage P22, and the RGase, the f29 appendages may cleave the teichoic acid in the B. subtilis cell wall. It may be necessary for the appendages to continually disengage and relocate, allowing the tail knob that may house gp3 muralytic activity (Moak and Molineux, 2004) to digest the underlying peptidoglycan layer of the cell wall as it seeks contact with the cytoplasmic membrane. This movement could be achieved by virtue of the two alternate positions of the appendages. It has been hypothesized (Hendrix, 1978 ) that the head rotates relative to the connector while the DNA is being packaged, potentiated by the mismatch between the five-fold symmetry of the capsid portal vertex and the hydrophobic exterior of the 12-fold symmetric connector . Although the connector rotation may not be necessary for DNA packaging (Baumann et al, 2006) , the symmetry mismatch implies that there is no strongly preferred orientation of the connector around the long axis of the phage, thus possibly permitting it to rotate or oscillate in a random manner without having to overcome any large energy barriers. The rotation or oscillation of the head relative to the connector might occur during infection as a result of Brownian motion and would alter the position of the head fibers relative to the appendages, causing the appendages to oscillate between 'up' and 'down' positions. Hence, as the head rotates or oscillates, an appendage which moves from 'down' to 'up' would cause the virus to move further through the teichoic acid polymers and the cell wall, whereas an appendage that moves from 'up' to 'down' would be readied for further cleavage of the teichoic acid. A somewhat similar mechanism has been observed for bacteriophage T4 in which the tail lysozyme rotates as the result of sheath contraction (Kostyuchenko et al, 2003) . Although earlier data had indicated that the f29 head fibers were not essential for phage infection (Reilly et al, 1977) , these studies did not determine the rate of adsorption or penetration for wild-type versus fiberless particles. Thus, one of the functions of the fibers might be to increase the speed with which f29 is able to puncture a hole in the cell wall of B. subtilis.
The lower collar and the tail knob
The lower collar is attached to the expanded narrow end of the head-tail connector and consists of a bulge region and a thin axial tube that extends about 160 Å to the tail knob. The tube has outer and inner diameters of 60 and 31 Å , respectively, in both the mature virus and in emptied particles. Slightly protruding features on the internal surface of the bulge, related approximately by 12-fold symmetry, indicate that the lower collar bulge probably consists of 12 copies of gp11, consistent with a determination of the gp11 copy number (Peterson et al, 2001 ).
Earlier studies (Hagen et al, 1976; Carazo et al, 1985) had shown that gp11 binds to the connector. As the molecular weight of gp11 (34 kDa) is similar to that of the portal protein gp10 (36 kDa), and considering that the volume of density for the connector and the bulb are similar, it would seem probable that the bulb of the lower collar might be an assembly of 12 gp11 molecules. Although previous studies indicated that gp13 functioned as a morphogenetic factor during phage maturation (Garcia et al, 1983) , unpublished results (D Cohen and D Anderson, personal communication) indicate that gp13 is likely a part of the tail.
The distal portion of the tail consists of the tail knob, which extends from the end of the lower collar as a large cylindrical structure about 150 Å long and has an outer diameter of 82 Å in the full particles. The knob was missing in the reconstruction of the 'new' data set of emptied particles (see Materials and methods), but in an 'old' data set (Tao et al, 1998) the distal end of the knob was extended by a cone-like structure relative to full particles ( Figure 8 ). The conical-shaped density is 40 Å long and 70 Å wide at the distal end and 60 Å wide at the proximal end. Apparently, this cone is located within the knob in full particles ( Figure 8A ), but is exposed during or subsequent to DNA ejection ( Figure 8B ). The cone might span the cytoplasmic membrane to provide a passage for DNA entry, and trigger DNA ejection from the tail.
Evolution
The evolution of viruses is dependent not only on gradual adaptation to the environment by spontaneous mutation of the genome but also on the adoption of host genes. Nevertheless, many of the structural components of viruses appear to have had common origins that pre-date specific adaptation. It has long been evident that three-dimensional structure has been conserved over a much longer period of time than amino-acid or nucleotide sequences (Rossmann et al, 1974) . For this reason, a number of techniques for finding similar folds in order to discern a common function (Holm and Sander, 1993; Murzin et al, 1995) are now available. . However, all tailed dsDNA phages for which there is sufficient information use the 'HK97' capsid fold for their capsid proteins, indicating a common origin for tailed phages different to the viruses that utilize the 'jelly-roll' fold. Therefore, it should not be surprising that the scaffolding protein, required to assemble the phage heads, also has a common structure between f29 (Morais et al, 2003, 2005 ) and P22. Nor should it be surprising that the structure of the head-tail connector is common among phages and is similar to that found in f29 (Simpson et al, 2000) , as the capsid protein, the scaffolding protein, and the portal protein are all related to head assembly.
Now, it appears that there is also a common structure for the tailspike of P22 and f29. However, the comparison with RGase (Petersen et al, 1997) shows that this gene may have been derived from a eukaryotic host. Alternatively, the evolution of these proteins may have diverged long ago from a common ancestor. If the first scenario is true, then the tailspike gene might have been a more recent acquisition, consistent with the different type of tailspike structures found for the K1F (Stummeyer et al, 2004 ) and the p2 (Spinelli et al, 2006) bacteriophage. Nevertheless, because prokaryotes have had a one billion year head start on eukaryotes, it is to be anticipated that in the evolution of the efficient infection machinery embodied in the tail of most phages, it is likely that some of the tail components will have had a common origin.
Materials and methods

Image reconstruction
Production and purification of full and empty particles was described previously (Tao et al, 1998). Electron micrographs were recorded at a magnification of about 33 000 using a CM300 FEG microscope and 38 000 using a CM200 microscope under low-dose conditions (B20 electrons/Å 2 ). Micrographs were digitized using a Zeiss SCAI scanner with a step size of 14 mm (Table II) .
Individual particle images were selected and boxed with the program ROBEM (http://cryoem.ucsd.edu/programs.shtm). The boxed images were preprocessed to normalize mean intensities and variances and to remove linear background gradients. The contrast transfer function (CTF) parameters were determined with the 'ctfit' routine in the EMAN package , and improved by using the available pseudo-atomic model of the f29 capsid (Morais et al, 2005) . Both phases and amplitudes of the observed image data were corrected using the CTF parameters.
The initial reconstruction of the mature particles used the previously determined f29 prohead ) to start a model-based classification as implemented in the program EMAN , assuming five-fold symmetry. This reconstruction was based on images that had been boxed to remove the tail as much as possible. These images were used to produce a reconstruction of the head and a small portion of the top of the tail using five-fold symmetry. In the subsequent asymmetric reconstruction that included the tail portion of the virus, a python script (Jiang et al, 2006) was used to differentiate between the five possible orientations around the long axis of the phage (Morais et al, 2001 (Morais et al, , 2003 Jiang et al, 2006) . Finally, this second reconstruction was 12-fold averaged and then iterated to obtain a 12-fold symmetric structure. Visual inspection showed that the asymmetric reconstruction was considerably superior to the 12-fold averaged density. The 'old' data of the emptied particles (Tao et al, 1998) was used for a reconstruction of the tail using 12-fold averaging. Subsequently, 'new' data were collected from a new sample of emptied phage. The 'new' data set was both far more plentiful and of better quality. Therefore, it was used to make an asymmetric reconstruction of the complete emptied phage using the same two-step procedure described above for the full particles (Table II) . The resultant reconstruction of the 'new' (but not the 'old') data set showed that the knob (gp9) was missing from the phage. Protein analysis of the sample established that gp9 was present in solution. Careful inspection of cryoEM and negatively stained micrographs indicated that many particles had shortened tails, suggesting that the knob can be labile in emptied particles. For both full and emptied particle types, centers of the images with only the heads boxed were set to be approximately at the center of the head. Centers of the images containing the whole virus were obtained by shifting the box centers to the head-tail junction.
The resolutions of the various reconstructions were determined by the Fourier shell correlation method (van Heel, 1987) . A correlation coefficient of 0.5 between independent half-data sets was used as the cut-off criterion. The head and tail were masked separately to determine their respective resolutions (Table II) . 1994) into the cryoEM density of the appendages in the reconstruction of the f29 mature virus. The tailspike structure was fitted to each of the 12 'down' positions, but was reliable only for appendages 1 and 6 in the 'up' position. The relative occupancies of the 12 appendages were determined by comparing the average C a densities for each fitted tailspike, normalized to the appendage with the greatest occupancy (A2 in Figure 5C ) ( Table I ). The degree of steric interference of each appendage by the surrounding head fibers was assessed by the angular distance of the appendage from the nearest head fiber (x). The À0.82 correlation (the greatest occupancies correspond to the smallest angular distance of the nearest head fiber) suggested that it would be possible to make a crude prediction of the appendage occupancies. A least-squares fit was made between the experimentally observed occupancies in the 'down' position (z) and the angular distance x by assuming a linear relation, giving the result
Fitting of the P22 tailspike structure
The predicted occupancies based on this assumption have a 14% 'R' factor compared to the observed occupancies (Table I) . The critical viral components for packaging DNA, recognizing and binding to host cells, and injecting the condensed DNA into the host are organized at a single vertex of many icosahedral viruses. These component structures do not share icosahedral symmetry and cannot be resolved using a conventional icosahedral averaging method. Here we report the structure of the entire infectious Salmonella bacteriophage epsilon15 (ref. 1) determined from single-particle cryo-electron microscopy, without icosahedral averaging. This structure displays not only the icosahedral shell of 60 hexamers and 11 pentamers, but also the non-icosahedral components at one pentameric vertex. The densities at this vertex can be identified as the 12-subunit portal complex sandwiched between an internal cylindrical core and an external tail hub connecting to six projecting trimeric tailspikes. The viral genome is packed as coaxial coils in at least three outer layers with ,90 terminal nucleotides extending through the protein core and the portal complex and poised for injection. The shell protein from icosahedral reconstruction at higher resolution exhibits a similar fold to that of other double-stranded DNA viruses including herpesvirus [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , suggesting a common ancestor among these diverse viruses. The image reconstruction approach should be applicable to studying other biological nanomachines with components of mixed symmetries. Double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) bacteriophages are vectors for gene transfer among enteric bacteria, including important human pathogens 7 . For all the well-studied tailed dsDNA bacteriophages, a preformed procapsid shell is assembled, and the DNA is pumped into the shell through a portal complex located at a single vertex 8 . The bacteriophage tails are also assembled at this vertex. The portal complex together with packaging enzymes have been shown to function as components of a very powerful molecular motor 9 , but it has not been possible to visualize the complex within the intact virion.
Supplementary data
Epsilon15 is a short-tailed dsDNA bacteriophage that infects Salmonella anatum. Its genome (NCBI accession number NC_004775) contains 39,671 base pairs with 49 open reading frames ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Six gene products, coding for structural proteins, were resolved by SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) and identified by tryptic-digest/mass spectrometry ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ).
Cryo-electron microscopy of frozen hydrated epsilon15 shows intact particles consisting of isometric heads and a protruding density (Fig. 1a) . Approximately 15,000 particle images were used for image reconstruction without symmetry imposition. The 20 Å resolution density map of the whole bacteriophage is shown in Fig. 1b  (Supplementary Movie 1) . The angular-shaped capsid has a T ¼ 7l shell, with a larger diameter (700 Å ) along the icosahedral five-fold axes and a smaller diameter (650 Å ) along the three-fold axes. The virion capsid is made up of 11 pentons and 60 hexons.
One of the five-fold vertices is occupied by six tailspikes (red) surrounding an external tail hub (yellow). A cross-section of the reconstruction (Fig. 1c) and cut-away view (Fig. 1d) reveal, inside the capsid shell (dark green), the densities of the portal complex (purple), a protein core (light green) and the packaged viral DNA (blue). Figure 1e shows three well-resolved concentric shells representing the dsDNA packed coaxially around the five-fold axis.
The ,40-kilobase (kb) epsilon15 dsDNA genome has a length of 14 mm in an extended form and needs to assume a compact arrangement when it is packaged into the capsid. This compact arrangement must also be topologically organized to facilitate efficient dsDNA release during infection. The epsilon15 genome structure is sufficiently resolved to see the individual dsDNA strands with a ,25 Å separation for at least the three outermost layers (Fig. 1d, e) , which are packed coaxially around the vertical axis in Fig. 1c, d , coincident with the capsid five-fold/portal/tail axis. Neighbouring dsDNA strands are packed hexagonally, which appears to be the most space-efficient and energetically favourable packing pattern for the cylindrically shaped dsDNA strands. The coaxial dsDNA rings are better resolved in the outermost layers closest to the capsid shell than those in the inner layers (Fig. 1c, d ). This suggests that the dsDNA packaging starts from the inner surface of the capsid shell (light blue in Fig. 1d, e) , spools towards the inner radius region and ends as a terminal shaft in the portal channel (dark blue in Fig. 1d, e) . This type of packing agrees qualitatively with the coaxial spooling model based on scattering 10 , simulations 11 and previous cryo-electron microscopy reconstruction 12 . Our observed spool axis is consistent with the T7 spooling model 13 , but orthogonal to an earlier model of T4 (ref. 10), and does not appear to vary in different layers 11 . On the surface of the capsid, six tailspikes, composed of gp20, connect to a central tail hub, which extends out from one of the capsid's five-fold vertices (Figs 1b and 2a) . This symmetry mismatch with a six-fold tail complex located at a five-fold vertex is a characteristic feature of tailed dsDNA bacteriophages. Each tailspike consists of two structural domains separated by a bend: a capsid proximal stem bound to the central tail hub and a distal flower-like domain composed of three petals around a central knob ( Fig. 2a; see also Supplementary Fig. 4b ). The distal end of the flower-like domain is clearly trimeric, suggesting a homo-trimer of gp20. These tailspikes bind and cleave the O-antigen component of the host's cell surface lipopolysaccharide 1 . The petal-like densities are candidates for this enzymatic function. The bend may represent a functional hinge of the tailspike that transmits a recognition signal to activate the tail hub for viral genome injection.
The tail deviates from exact six-fold azimuthal symmetry ( Fig. 2a, c ; see also Supplementary Fig. 4a) . Each of the tailspikes has a slightly different orientation ( Supplementary Fig. 4a ) but similar conformation, except for tailspike 3 ( Supplementary Fig. 4b ). These differences among individual tailspikes may arise from the different interaction sites on the capsid shell surface and the symmetry mismatches between the strict five-fold shell and the quasi six-fold tail. Two neighbouring tailspikes (labelled with an asterisk in Fig. 2b ) Each of the structural components is coloured differently and the same colour scheme is used in Figs 1-3 . e, A slightly tilted view of the coaxially packed dsDNA genome. Only portions of the first and second layers of dsDNA are shown so that the three outermost layers can be viewed. Colour gradient (light blue to darker blue) is used in d and e to indicate the likely packaging order of the dsDNA starting from the outer layer towards inner layers and ending as the central straight segment of terminus. contact the protrusions at the local two-fold positions of the shell, whereas the other four spikes have tenuous interactions with the shell at different locations at smaller radii. The two elevated contact points force these two tailspikes to a higher radius by 22 Å than the other four tailspikes, and result in a slight overall tilt of the tail (Fig. 2b) .
At the centre of the six tailspikes is the tail hub of size ,170 Å (height) by 140 Å (width) (Fig. 2d) . The tail hub has good six-fold symmetry (Fig. 2a) . It appears to anchor the tailspikes as well as cap the central opening of the portal to prevent premature DNA leakage. Upon binding to the surface of the host cell by the distal petal region of the tailspikes, the induced conformational changes might trigger the opening of the capped central channel (Fig. 1c, d) , allowing for DNA injection into the host cell in a manner analogous to a gated ion channel.
Just below the tail hub lays the portal. Although the oligomeric state of portals within intact bacteriophages has long been thought to be 12, it has not been measured until now. Our epsilon15 density map provides unambiguous structural evidence that there are 12 densities at the portal in situ (Figs 1c, d and 3a-c; see also Supplementary Fig. 5a, b) , which is consistent with previous studies of portal complexes biochemically extracted from bacteriophage particles 14, 15 . Circumscribed by a well-resolved dsDNA ring, the portal has the appearance of 12 well-resolved turbine-like densities (180 Å in diameter) with nearly equivalent angular spacing ( Fig. 3c ; see also Supplementary Fig. 5a ). This overall feature resembles that seen in other isolated portals with negligible sequence similarity [16] [17] [18] [19] . The azimuthal density distribution of the epsilon15 portal deviates noticeably from perfect 12-fold symmetry ( Fig. 3c ; see also Supplementary Fig. 5a ). The asymmetry of the portal ring may be caused by the non-equivalent interactions between the twelve portal subunits and the five surrounding shell protein subunits.
These observations require that the portal complex has the same spatial relationship with the tailspikes, tail hub and the shell, from particle to particle, implying that there are specific interactions among these components. Otherwise, the portal structure would not be resolved by averaging ,15,000 varying bacteriophage particles. Figure 3a , d shows an internal density (light green) organized immediately internal to the portal complex. This feature is ,200 Å in height and ,180 Å in width without obvious symmetry. We interpret this to be a protein core reminiscent of the bacteriophage T7 internal eight-fold-symmetric structure observed in electron micrographs 20 . The lack of obvious symmetry for the epsilon15 core could be authentic or result from an azimuthal variation of the core among particles. The epsilon15 capsid volume can accommodate up to 90 kb dsDNA. Because the epsilon15 genome is only ,40 kb, there is ample space for a protein core of this size in the capsid chamber. The protein core may facilitate the topological ordering of the dsDNA genome during packaging and/or release as suggested for the T7 core 21 . A long, straight segment of uniform density (,310 Å in length and ,30 Å in width) extends from near the capsid centre along the fivefold capsid-tail axis. Because these densities are significantly higher than those of the surrounding protein core and portal complex (Fig. 1c, d) , we interpret this segment of density to be the 'last-in' segment of packaged dsDNA (,90 base pairs). It appears to be poised for release and injection into host cell during infection.
This dsDNA terminus passes through the central opening of the portal and ends slightly beyond the portal to where it is capped by densities closing the tail hub's central channel (Fig. 1c, d ). The observation that epsilon15's portal channel is filled with a straight segment of putative dsDNA terminus is consistent with the observation that bacteriophage SPP1's terminal segment of packaged dsDNA is tightly associated with its portal protein 22 . Imposing the icosahedral symmetry, a 9.5 Å density map was generated from a separate data set imaged to give a higher resolution reconstruction (Supplementary Movie 2 and Supplementary Figs 3b  and 6a, b) . This map is sufficiently resolved to delineate the molecular boundaries of each capsid protein subunit and the secondary structure elements (Fig. 4a, b) . In the average subunit map, three helices could be identified (Fig. 4b) . Helix H1 is ,40 Å long and extends towards the three-fold axes where three neighbouring capsomeres interact intimately ( Fig. 4a ; see also Supplementary  Fig. 8b ). Parallel to helix H1 is a large b-sheet that contributes significantly to the local three-fold interactions. The two shorter helices (H2 and H3) are located at the interfaces of adjacent subunits within the same hexon and are nearly parallel to each other.
The dispositions of the helices and sheets are similar to those observed in other bacteriophages and herpesvirus [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] ( Fig. 4c, d ; see also Supplementary Fig. 7 ) despite little sequence identity. The similarity extends beyond the protein fold of individual subunits to the molecular interaction patterns between the subunits of a hexon or penton, and at the local three-fold symmetry axes where three neighbouring capsomeres meet ( Supplementary Fig. 8a, b) . The similarities of the protein fold and assembly of the capsid shell of these viruses suggest that these viruses share an ancient common ancestor and that the capsid protein fold and molecular interactions used to hold the icosahedral shell intact have been strongly conserved during evolution.
METHODS
See Supplementary Methods for further methodological details.
The epsilon15 bacteriophage particles were purified from infected Salmonella anatum bacterial culture using gradient centrifugation. The purified bacteriophage particles were prepared for cryo-electron microscopy by rapid freeze plunging 23 . The images (Fig. 1a) for the reconstruction without symmetry imposition were recorded on a Gatan 4kx4k CCD camera using the JAMES imaging system 24 attached to a JEM2010F microscope operated at 200 kV with a Gatan liquid nitrogen specimen cryo-holder. The images ( Supplementary  Fig. 6a ) for the icosahedral reconstruction at higher resolution were taken in a JEM3000SFF microscope operated at 300 kV and at liquid helium specimen temperature. These images were recorded on KODAK SO163 films and were digitized using a Nikon Super CoolScan 9000 ED scanner.
In both sets of data, the individual bacteriophage particle images were preprocessed with the standard procedures. The SAVR software package 25 was used to reconstruct the three-dimensional maps assuming icosahedral symmetry for both data sets. The icosahedral symmetry was further relaxed to C1 symmetry to generate the reconstruction without symmetry imposition using a set of newly developed programs within the EMAN package 26 . The 20 Å resolution map without any symmetry imposition was generated using ,15,000 particle images from ,950 CCD frames of the 200-kV data set. The 9.5 Å map with icosahedral symmetry imposition was generated using ,6,000 particle images from ,200 micrographs of the 300-kV data set. Amira (http://www.amiravis.com) visualization software was used for most of the segmentation and graphics displays. Alignment and similarity comparison of the individual subunits of the shell protein were performed using the foldhunter program 27 . Identification of a-helices and b-sheets was performed using the AIRS program, which provides a graphic interface to the ssehunter program 27 in the Chimera visualization software package 28 .
Structure of epsilon15 bacteriophage reveals genome organization and DNA packaging/injection apparatus The critical viral components for packaging DNA, recognizing and binding to host cells, and injecting the condensed DNA into the host are organized at a single vertex of many icosahedral viruses. These component structures do not share icosahedral symmetry and cannot be resolved using a conventional icosahedral averaging method. Here we report the structure of the entire infectious Salmonella bacteriophage epsilon15 (ref. 1) determined from single-particle cryo-electron microscopy, without icosahedral averaging. This structure displays not only the icosahedral shell of 60 hexamers and 11 pentamers, but also the non-icosahedral components at one pentameric vertex. The densities at this vertex can be identified as the 12-subunit portal complex sandwiched between an internal cylindrical core and an external tail hub connecting to six projecting trimeric tailspikes. The viral genome is packed as coaxial coils in at least three outer layers with ,90 terminal nucleotides extending through the protein core and the portal complex and poised for injection. The shell protein from icosahedral reconstruction at higher resolution exhibits a similar fold to that of other double-stranded DNA viruses including herpesvirus [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , suggesting a common ancestor among these diverse viruses. The image reconstruction approach should be applicable to studying other biological nanomachines with components of mixed symmetries. Double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) bacteriophages are vectors for gene transfer among enteric bacteria, including important human pathogens 7 . For all the well-studied tailed dsDNA bacteriophages, a preformed procapsid shell is assembled, and the DNA is pumped into the shell through a portal complex located at a single vertex 8 . The bacteriophage tails are also assembled at this vertex. The portal complex together with packaging enzymes have been shown to function as components of a very powerful molecular motor 9 , but it has not been possible to visualize the complex within the intact virion.
These observations require that the portal complex has the same spatial relationship with the tailspikes, tail hub and the shell, from particle to particle, implying that there are specific interactions among these components. Otherwise, the portal structure would not be resolved by averaging ,15,000 varying bacteriophage particles. Figure 3a , d shows an internal density (light green) organized immediately internal to the portal complex. This feature is ,200 Å in height and ,180 Å in width without obvious symmetry. We interpret this to be a protein core reminiscent of the bacteriophage T7 internal eight-fold-symmetric structure observed in electron micrographs 20 . The lack of obvious symmetry for the epsilon15 core could be authentic or result from an azimuthal variation of the core among particles. The epsilon15 capsid volume can accommodate up to 90 kb dsDNA. Because the epsilon15 genome is only ,40 kb, there is ample space for a protein core of this size in the capsid chamber. The protein core may facilitate the topological ordering of the dsDNA genome during packaging and/or release as suggested for the T7 core 21 . A long, straight segment of uniform density (,310 Å in length and ,30 Å in width) extends from near the capsid centre along the fivefold capsid-tail axis. Because these densities are significantly higher than those of the surrounding protein core and portal complex (Fig. 1c, d ), we interpret this segment of density to be the 'last-in' segment of packaged dsDNA (,90 base pairs). It appears to be poised for release and injection into host cell during infection.
The dispositions of the helices and sheets are similar to those observed in other bacteriophages and herpesvirus [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] (Fig. 4c, d ; see also Supplementary Fig. 7 ) despite little sequence identity. The similarity extends beyond the protein fold of individual subunits to the molecular interaction patterns between the subunits of a hexon or penton, and at the local three-fold symmetry axes where three neighbouring capsomeres meet ( Supplementary Fig. 8a, b) . The similarities of the protein fold and assembly of the capsid shell of these viruses suggest that these viruses share an ancient common ancestor and that the capsid protein fold and molecular interactions used to hold the icosahedral shell intact have been strongly conserved during evolution.
